
Patriotic Journey 
 We are making our way through the 
USA! The students learned about 
two important symbols this week. 
We discussed the Statue of Liberty 
and learned she is located in the 
New York Harbor. We also did an 
experiment with a copper penny to 
understand why she is the color she 
is. We stopped in Philadelphia and 

read about the Liberty Bell. Ask your child the name 
of the bell parts!
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This and That 
Mrs. Weismann 
shared a video 
about bullying 
this week. The 
students 
discussed how 
to handle 
bullying with the 
following steps: 
Recognize, 
Report, Refuse. 

Thanks for the 
Fall Festival 
donations. We 
enjoyed all of 
the snacks.  

Dates To 
Remember:  

Nov. 3 Penn 
Skates 

Nov. 5 Health 
Screens   

Nov. 6 PTO Mtg. 

Nov. 8 Basket 
Bingo Night 

Nov. 21 Picture 
Retake Day

Reading Workshop 

The students wrapped 
up their fiction study 
on plot and setting. 
Our last strategy for 
retelling was titled 
S.W.B.S.T.  It stands 
for Somebody, 
Wanted, But, So, 
Then.  These words 
help guide students to 
retell the most 
important parts.  We 
will come back to 
fiction in the spring 
and continue studying 
the plot but focus on 
characters and 
themes.  Our next 
reading adventure is 
nonfiction! 

Writer’s Workshop 

With the end of our 
reading unit, comes 
the end of our writing 
unit. We experienced 
the event of 
publishing our stories 
on Chrome-books. We 
learned how to open a 
google doc, type or 
voice type, and edit. 
We printed the stories 
and they will be 
hanging proudly 
outside of our 
classroom.  Congrats 
to your child for a 
successful narrative 
unit.  

Math Workshop 

Jack sold those beans 
at the marketplace 
and then decided to 
turn the bean stalk 
vines into ropes.  The 
students practiced 
adding two digit 
numbers together on a 
number line.  We 
introduced three 
different strategies; 
leap by tens, step to 
the nearest friendly 
number then leap by 
tens, or share some 
ones with the other 
number to make a 
friendly number.   
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